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An analysis by the Office of the MTA Inspector General (OIG) reveals that highway vehicles at the Long Island Railroad (LIRR) and MetroNorth Railroad (MNR) idle illegally for a combined total of over 20,000 hours each month. Illegal idling (defined by New York State law as
idling over 5 minutes) at the two railroads wastes over $800,000 each year, potentially damages the vehicles and needlessly pollutes the
environment. Our inquiry analyzed relevant data from the Automatic Vehicle Location Monitoring (AVLM) systems installed on nearly 600
LIRR and 50 MNR highway vehicles and supplemented that analysis with observations of LIRR and MNR vehicles idling in the field.. While
neither railroad installed AVLM with the intention of monitoring vehicle idling, an analysis of AVLM records by OIG staff shows that vehicles
in both agencies idle unnecessarily and often illegally. In response to our analysis, both LIRR and MNR agreed to all of our
recommendations to limit vehicle idling. MNR will deploy AVLM throughout its fleet of highway vehicles, monitor data collected from AVLM
and take actions to decrease vehicle idling in the future. For its part, LIRR will implement a new management structure to monitor vehicle
idling and reduce instances of drivers idling illegally. Inspector General Barry L. Kluger stated, "Certainly, we are encouraged that the LIRR
and MNR have accepted all of our recommendations and intensified and expanded their efforts to reduce excessive vehicle idling.
Unquestionably, these efforts will result in financial savings and a cleaner environment."
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